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Australian Equities – Investment Newsletter 

Although the JMFG Australian Equities Strategy is generally representative of client portfolios, Individual performance may differ from the results above.  These differences 

can arise due to various issues, some of which may relate to initial timing of investments and cash inflows and outflows.  Performance is calculated on a TWRR basis; non-

annualised and includes management fees paid (post 1 Jan 17) and taxes.  Strategy Inception for Performance Data is July 1st, 2014. 

Performance 
(As at 30th April 2020) 

Month 
(%) 

Rolling 3mths 
(%) 

Rolling 1yr 
(%) 

Rolling 3yrs 
(%) 

Inception 
(%) 

JMFG Australian Equities Strategy +10.97 -21.64 -3.44 +9.13 +49.18 

All Ords Accumulation Index +9.54 -20.39 -9.22 +6.50 +33.32 

Outperformance +1.43 -1.25 +5.78 +2.63 +15.86 

Chart of the Month – WTI Crude Oil Global Spot (US$/bbl) 

 

 

 

 

Month in Review – A review of the share market and overview of the portfolio for April 

April saw a solid bounce in markets following the preceding six weeks of turmoil.  Such recoveries are not uncommon following a rapid 

decline but are quite often unsustainable, as markets ultimately give way to the emerging shift in the underlying economic reality.  

Whether or not this is another false recovery remains to be seen – regardless, we believe the right approach now is to focus on identifying 

sustainable growth in what is likely to be a weak economic backdrop.  We aim to retain a higher than usual level of cash in the portfolio to 

take advantage of volatility, discounted capital raisings and other market opportunities as they arise.  The JMFG Australian Equities 

Strategy rose 11.0% in the month while the All Ords Accum Index recovered 9.5%.   The strategy is recovering from its February shortfall 

with two consecutive outperformance months and is outperforming its benchmark in the longer term reported periods.  

The better performing sectors during the month were some of the weakest in the prior month with Energy +24.9%, I.T. +22.5%, Consumer 

Discretionary +15.9% and Materials +14.2%.  The worst performers list included some of the best performers from the prior month; 

Consumer Staples +2.4%, Utilities +2.7%, Financials +2.8%, and Health Care +4.4%.  The one sector that performed poorly across both 

months was the Financials sector.     

During the month we added TPG Telecom to the portfolio and at the end of the month following large falls we began to reduce our large 

underweight bank exposure, buying CBA, NAB and ANZ, with news of dividend cuts and bad-debt provisioning.  We increased Woodside 

and BHP on crude oil crash-related price weakness.  We topped up Coles on increasing sales growth news and CSL on a market dip.  We 

trimmed Transurban and Altium, the prior looking likely to suffer from lockdown extending.  We trimmed PolyNovo, Netwealth, Pro 

Medicus and Xero on relative price strength and to partially de-risk the portfolio.  Cash at the end of the month was 8.2% of the portfolio 

after having taken advantage of market volatility and returning bank sector exposure to the portfolio.   

The strongest performers for the portfolio during the month were:  LiveTiles +45.2%, Medical Developments +41.5%, and PolyNovo +35.2% 

The weaker performers for the portfolio during the month were:  Telstra -0.65%, Commonwealth Bank +1.41%, and Coles +1.41% 

  

 

Russia first refused to lower their oil production in line with other OPEC+ countries to which Saudi Arabia responded by significantly 

lowering their export price.  This simultaneous supply and demand shock led to WTI Crude Oil prices moving into negative territory, 

reaching -US$37/barrel on April 20th as storage facilities filled and unable to take further deliveries.  While negative oil prices are 

interesting in their historical significance, they are unlikely to last for an extended period, as storage and production capacities are 

calibrated.  In the short term prices may continue to be volatile given the considerable demand uncertainty as we move into the northern 

hemisphere summer, and given the uncertainty around the extent and timing of economies opening up again and removal of physical 

distancing and travel restrictions. 

 

In April, WTI Crude Oil prices crashed to an 

historic low with producers paying consumers 

to take their oil after storage capacities were 

overwhelmed.  Oil markets have been 

treacherous since the outbreak of Covid-19, 

with travel restrictions contracting demand for 

oil.  March then saw the dissolution of the 

OPEC+ agreement; an agreement between 

large oil exporting countries which aims to 

limit supply and thereby control price to 

ensure an economic rate of return is achieved 

for the major producers.  

 

 



Important Information - JM Financial Group has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this document. However, no warranty is made as to the accuracy and reliability of the 

information. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. This report does not take into account a reader’s investment objectives, particular needs or financial situation and is general information only. 

It should not be considered as investment advice nor be relied on as an investment recommendation. If you would like to discuss further, please contact us on +61 (3) 9627 9900. 

 

  

Banks and Their Dividends from Here 

In the final days of April, 3 major banks released their March half-year results, giving the market insights into how the banks have been 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic response and Government mandates/support.  Commonwealth Bank reports on a Dec/Jun cycle so 
we may not see real impact on their figures for some months.  NAB led the news flow on the 27th, with ANZ and WBC announcing the next 
day.  NAB’s net profit slide of 38% and its substantially increased forward provision, to over $2bn, indicated the severity of the expected 
impact on asset impairments and loan delinquency.  NAB’s decision to offer a heavily reduced dividend rather than defer the dividend, 
was co-ordinated with their decision to raise $3.5bn capital to shore up their capital adequacy.  This set up an expectation the other banks 
may also slash dividends and raise capital.  However, both ANZ and WBC decided instead to rely on their balance sheet strength and defer 
all dividend decisions to the full year.  The last two days of April saw a small rally in Financials with the facts appearing “not as bad as  

 

Due Diligence – A closer look at a stock of interest 

 

 

TPG Telecom (TPM) 

In August 2018, TPG Telecom (ASX:TPM) and Vodafone Hutchison Australia (VHA), half-owned each by Hutchison Telecoms Australia 

(ASX:HTA) and Vodafone Group Plc, announced their intention to merge the operations of TPG and VHA.  This was subsequently vetoed 

by the ACCC on grounds that such a merger would threaten the competitive landscape of Australia’s telecommunications and internet 

providers.  In February this year, the Federal Court of Australia ruled against the ACCC.  It noted that the merger was unlikely to reduce 

competition as the companies have currently minimal overlap.  This view was formed on the basis that TPG’s mobile phone customer 

base was already connected to Vodafone’s mobile network, VHA does not have its own internet provider backbone, TPG’s infrastructure 

is mature and diverse, and both companies resell NBN access with ISP backbone service options.  Although TPG had previously acquired 

its own portion of Australia’s mobile phone frequency spectrum, it had abandoned the project due to objections to usage of 

communications equipment from China’s Huawei and alternatives would shift their price metrics unfavourably.  The merger is scheduled 

to be executed in mid-2020 and most regulatory hurdles are already cleared. 

This year, with the dramatic global response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the rapid take-up of teleworking due to restrictions on travel has 

increased dependency on domestic internet and corporate gateways to service that distributed workplace data load, which has also 

coincided with increased remote/home schooling activities, entertainment streaming and virtualised social engagement. 

TPG has a long-standing reputation of saturating the market with simplified, low-cost, high-bandwidth internet packages, soaking up all 

the incoming subscriber churn and then working overtime to handle and stretch into the resulting demand.  This method has not always 

won TPG favour in the more discerning internet-dependent crowd, as their ability to deliver lagged the subscriber take-up at each new-

package marketing campaign.  Following their acquisition of major players such as Pipe Networks (metropolitan fibre) and iiNet 

(significant ADSL2+ infrastructure), TPG has transformed into an outstanding provider, and has built up its reputation for quality despite 

its competition-defining low prices.   

When the merger was announced, the merged entity was projected to have an EV of $15bn, revenue of $6b and EBITDA of $1.8b, with a 

net combined debt of ~$4bn.  TPM shares had been in an 18-month lull after FY16 growth fell short of expectations, and it has struggled 

to regain former valuations despite acquiring local and Singapore mobile spectrum.  The Telco Sector rebounded from the March crash 

 

 

 

quickly, and TPG Telecom looks set to outperform its peers 

both in new subscribers and in held valuation given the 

favorable merger looming.  The merger will provide a needed 

consolidation of costs for the two operations.   

One big upside of lockdown restrictions for the tech sector has 

been the sudden enablement of a remote access flexible 

workforce – demand for which had been steadily growing over 

2 decades – eliminating or rapidly overcoming obstacles and 

providing a strong take-up of “cloud-based” services and 

increased bandwidth and data allowances.  This provides the 

more agile ISPs with an unexpected tailwind, against prevailing 

headwinds such as NBN influence on ISP pricing and regulation 

of non-NBN ISP services. 

 

feared” – perhaps aided by some 

Australian states beginning to relax 

pandemic restrictions.  This helped 

the sector finish up for the month, 

even if overall it was at the weaker 

end of sector returns for April.  Near-

term, banks are not looking great for 

investors relying on their yield for 

income. 


